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Starting the program (for a new project):
Go to Programs and start:
Altera 15.0.0.145 Web Edition/Quartus II Web Edition 15.0.0.145/Quartus II 15.0 (64 bit)
(You can also start it with the Quartus II Icon if it was installed.)

You should end up in the startup window:

Choose from File menu: New Quartus II project.
Give your directory name, top level entity: choose a good place to put yor files. The name of the
project and the “top level entity” (the top file in the project) must match.
On next screen, you’ll create an empty project.
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On following startup dialog, you can add files that you may have created in earlier
projects. Or you can get files from elsewhere (intellectual property). For this demo, leave empty.
You finally get to a dialog where you specify the FPGA device. We are using the
5CGXFC5C6F27C7. Select that.
On the following screen, you can take the design tool defaults, but go to “none” for
simulation (for now) Or you can leave it on “ModelSim”. (Don’t put it on ModelSim – Altera
unless you want to use VHDL.
Now you will get a summary, and you can “Finish”.
You will see that you get a new project and a new “top level entity” in the Project
Navigator with the name of your project.

Connecting to the FPGA pins:
Now you need to establish connections between the names of symbols you will use for
signals and the pins by which you get those signals in or out of the chip. There are two ways to
do this. Below is the simpler but labor-intensive method. (Easier method is described later.) To
find the names, you can go to the Terasic documentation .pdf file “CG5_User_Manual”.
KEY0
1.2V PIN_P11
KEY1
1.2V PIN_P12
KEY2
1.2V PIN_Y15
KEY3
1.2V PIN_Y16
LEDR0
2.5V PIN_F7
LEDR1
2.5V PIN_F6
LEDR2
2.5V PIN_G6
LEDR3
2.5V PIN_G7
So, now before we even start defining the functionality of the project, we will tell
Quartus what pins we will use and what we will call them. We do that with the “Assignment
editor.” Go to the Assignment menu and select the Pin Planner. This is where we can give the
pins meanings.
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Let’s start out with the pushbutton “KEY0” (at it is known on the board) which will be an
input that we will call in our design, for convenience, by the same name, “KEY0”.
So, for “Node Name” we click on the <<new node>> entry and type in the name we will
have for this signal inside the FPGA. We will call it “KEY0”. So, we type in “KEY0” there.
Automatically other entries appear on the row. We need to indicate which pin this signal goes
to. We type “PIN_P11”. We also need to set the correct Voltage standard, in this case 1.2V.
The I/O Bank and VREF Group are thus automatically set. We can see on the pinout diagram
above where the pin is; it now has a red dot. (It’s on row P column 11. This thing has a lot of
pins.) Since the board is already built, we don’t have to design the FPGA connection circuitry;
we are just making sure we define what it is.
So far the direction of the signal (in, out, or both) is unknown. The direction will be set
later when we connect the pin to our circuit during the schematic capture phase. The pins for
signals we will call KEY1 to KEY3 and LEDR0 to LEDR3 can be entered in like manner. You
can also edit properties in the assignment editor. (Note that each of the inputs needs 2 lines in
the assignment editor because of using an I/O standard other than the default 2.5V. We have to
use the standard that the board expects.)
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Design using Schematics:
Now we are ready to add content. Under the file menu, pick “New”. We are going to
create a design file, but we have lots of choices. Because this document is not a Verilog (or
VHDL, etc.) tutorial, we will choose to make a schematic. Choose “Block Diagram / Schematic
file”. And hit “OK”. What you get is a file named “Block1.bdf” that’s like a Pspice or
Logicworks blank project, ready for you to start drawing components. When you go to save it,
because you don’t have a top level entity, Quartus 2 will want to name this file with the name of
your top level entity. We accept that (since this will be our only design file, for now).
So, we’ll get some components. Find the “symbol” tool (looks like an AND gate) and
we’ll get a latch. Since for this first demo we want individual gates, we will be selecting from
“primitives” not from “Megafunctions”. (Poke around and see what sorts of blocks are
avaialble.) We pick Individual gates, plop them down, then hook them up just as we would doo
in LogicWorks or ORCAD/PSpice. See the figure below.

After saving, we hit the “Compile Design” button. It’s the purple button shown at top tool bar.
Compiling will take a while. After compiling, we will see the pin identities appear on the
schematic. The compile process is tracked by “completion” indications as the various stages of
the compilation process progress. If there is an error during compilation, the process stops and
error messages are given below.
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Programming and operating the circuit:
At the end, double click the icon for “Program Device”. You get a window for the
programmer. Click “Hardware setup”. Select “USB Blaster.” If “USB_Blaster is not on the
menu, the driver has not been installed. (I need to say how to do that.) Then close. Now you
should see “USB Blaster beside Hardware setup” in the programmer window. So, next you need
to add the one file that has the compiiled FPGA configuration data. Click “Add files” and inside
the “output files” folder you will find “project_name.sof. Select it and click “open”. A diagram
will show that you are (default) putting data just into the FPGA, not the SerialEPROM. (Have
your board powered up (and running with the switch top the left) with the programming port
attached to the computer by USB for all this.) Now, click “Start”. (I had to click it off then on
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again after getting “fail” the first time.) Now the program is loaded. Pushing the four
pushbuttons causes the four LED’s to turn off and on according to the logic specified. (If you
turn the power off and back on, the board reverts to the original program, which is still in the
serial EPROM.

Second demo example (using busses and macrocells):
For this demo example, we will use eight red LED’s segment display, one pushbutton,
and eight switches. The documentation tells us the names of the device signals on the demo
board and the corresponding FPGA pins are:
SW0
SW1
SW2
SW3
SW4
SW5
SW6
SW7
KEY0

1.2V
1.2V
1.2V
1.2V
1.2V
1.2V
1.2V
1.2V
1.2V

PIN_AC9
PIN_AE10
PIN_AD13
PIN_AC8
PIN_W11
PIN_AB10
PIN_V10
PIN_CA10
PIN_P11

LEDR0
LEDR1
LEDR2
LEDR3
LEDR4
LEDR5
LEDR6
LEDR7

2.5V
2.5V
2.5V
2.5V
2.5V
2.5V
2.5V
2.5V

PIN_F7
PIN_F6
PIN_G6
PIN_G7
PIN_J8
PIN_J7
PIN_K10
PIN_K8

These are set in the same manner as the previously described project. In this case
we dchoose not to give the pins inside the FPGA the same names as the signal names on the
board as before, because we want to organize them into busses.
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So far the direction of the signal (in, out, or both) is unknown but will be set in the
schematic. The pins for signals we will call In[0] to In[7] and Out[0] to Out[7] can be entered in
like manner. You can also edit properties in the editor. The list can get lengthy.
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A Schematic using a macrocell:
In the previous project, all signals were of just a single bit. This time we wish to use
buses. It takes a lot of effort to do 32 bit busses with individual signals; using busses makes nore
sense. But we will need to connect the busses to the individual input and output signals.
In this project, we will simply implement a latch. Eight switches are the inputs, 8 LED’s
are the output, and a pushbutton is the clock to register the input into the outpts. So, what we
need is a macrocell for an 8 bit register. In this case, all we really need is a D latch; we don’t
need any preset, clear, three state output, or any other fancy features. Going into the Macro9cell
library, we don’t find such a simple latch. What we do find is a (relatively) simple latch that has
lots of extra features, the LPM_LATCH. We will use that latch and edit it to eliminate the
features we don’t want. So, the first step is to grab the LPM_LATCH and plop one of thgem
down onto our new schematic. Note that it has an input called data[], and output called q[], and
an input called gate. Those are the signals we need. Notice that the brackets “[]” indicate
busses. One of the things we need to do is indicate how large those busses will be. After
plopping down the latch, we can see a parameters box attached to it, in which we can edit the
width: how many bits, and make it eight. (The box also allows for an “avalue” but we don’t
need that.)
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The way we edit the LPM_LATCH is to select it, then right click and select “properties”.
One thing we can set is “instance name” but usually we don’t really care; the default works OK.
Under “Ports” we edit the “status” for “aclr” (the clear input), “aconst”, “aset” (the set signal) to
“Unused”. On the parameter tab we set the variable LPM_WIDTH to 8. (Notice that “q[]”
stands to “q[LPM_WIDTH..0]”. It doesn’t mattrer for a latch, but the bit order is little endian.
Now when we close the dialog we find that the symbol has been revised to show only the signals
we are using.
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The next thing we will do is plop down 8 input pins and 8 output pins, which we name In[0] to
In[7] and Out[0] to Out[7]. Those are the names used for the signals outside of the circuitry
inside this file. Now, we draw busses to the data[] input of the latch, with single wires going to
each of the pins to the corresponding bus. The same thing is done for the output. The clock is
just a single binary signal. We will add another pin called “Clk” and run it to the “gate” input of
the latch. (We need to include this “Clk” pin on our assignment editor list too.) With these
changes, we get the circuit shown below. However, it is incomplete and won’t compile. That’s
because there is ambiguity: the compiler does not know which of the eight data inputs goes to
each of the pins. That’s not a problem for the single binary signal. To allow this problem to be
solved, we must name the bus and its component signals.
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To do that, we name the input bus d[0..7] and the output bus w[0..7]. Select the signal by
clicking on it, then just start typing to give it a name. The individual signals going to the pins
(not the pins themselves, which already have names) are named d[0] through d[7] and w[0] to
w[7]. Note that I chose a “big endian” order. So signal d[7] actually is called darta[0] inside the
latch, and q[7] inside the latch will be called w[0] outside of it. Normally we will prefer to keep
both consistent, and that will usually mean “little endian”.
Just to have another interesting feature, we will modify output bit 7 to give a simple
function of the input bit and output bit, what we will define not with a schematic, but with
verilog code. First, we create a new file for the project, but a verilog (HDL) file rather than a
schematic. I decided to call it “toad”. So the file is “toad.v”. Into the file one can edit the
verilog code for the function, in this case just a combinational Boolean expression, as seen
below.

The function so defined is added to the schematic using the “block” tool. Once a block is placed,
it can be given the name of the corresponding verilog file (or other file), in this case “toad”. The
properties of the block are then edited (right click and e\”edit properties” to set the I/O mappings.
We also want the signal “a” of the logic to correspond to the external signal d[0], b to correspond
to w[0] (one of the latch outputs), and output z to correspond to a new signal z that goes to pin
Out[0]. Double clicking on each port symbol (where a wire enters or exits) allows these
correspondences to be set also. Now the block has all the internal signals connected to what
those signals are known as externally. (There ought to be a simpler way to do this, that looks
like the macrocells. I’ve not found how to do that yet.)
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After this addition, the circuit now features both a macrocell and a verilog defined function:

Once the FPGA is programmed, it begins to operate. There are several tyhings to note about its
operation. For most bits, when KEY0 is not pushed, changing the switch changes the
corresponding red LED just above it. If KEY0 is pushed, the latch is closed, and the switch
value, if changed, affects the LED only after KEY0 is unpushed. The gate is obviously active
high; making the latch transparent when KEY0 is logical 1 (unpushed) and latching when KET0
is low. To get the opposite effect, one could add an inverter between KEY0 and the gate “clock”
input. Note that bit 0 behaves differently. We are anding the input with the inverse of the latch.
So, usually output bit 0 is off. But if we press KEY0 with the switch down (latching a 0) and
flip the switch to 1, we get LED0 on. As soon as KEY0 is released, the input and latch output
match again and the LED goes off.
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A quicker way to do assignments and pins:
Editing in all the pins for a large project one by one gets tedious. There’s a quicker way
to do it: “CG5 System Builder” from Terrasic, that comes on the “CD” with the FPGA board.
The CG5 User Manual, Chapter 4, has instructions on how to use this tool. It generates an empty
project except it does have all of the pin assignments included. This is much preferred to doing
it all in Quartus II as described above. You also get an initial “top level design file” but it’s in
verilog rather than in the form of a schematic. Look at the User Manual and follow along.
Below is an example project built this way that uses just the LED’s, Switches, Pushbuttons and
hex displays. (Ignore the “Expansion” stuff; we don’t have any expansion add-ons.) The user
manual has some example projects, but I think it’s helpful to see something that’s much simpler.
After running C5G System Builder, a project named “C5Gsplat” was created. This gives
us a pin assignment that is lengthy, including various clocks as well as the pins mentioned above.
We also get the top level constraints file, seen below, “C5Gsplat.SDC. If we wanted to do the
whole design, or even the top level, in verilog, we would have had C5G System Builder also give
us the top level Verilog file. That would be enough to get us off and running. But we want to do
a schematic, so we create a new file, and when we save it as a (schematic/block diagram) file
named Q5Gsplat.bdf.
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In doing the schematic, we need to know what the pins are named. What we find is that
the pins for the green LED’s are named LEDG[0] to LEDG[7], not LEDG0 to LEDG7. The
distinction is important. It allows us to put more than one signal on a “pin” symbol! For this
example we will use a memory device, a RAM chip. The RAM macrocell device available must
be a “synchronous” device, meaning the input and outputs are clocked. The RAM was
configured as 4 words of 8 bits, meaning only 2 address bits and 8 data bits. Switches 0 to 7 are
data, 8 and 9 are the address. By setting an address,on switches 8 and 9 we can read that address
(clock the output) or change it (clock the input while the write enable is pressed).Note that this
time we have put inverters in the three control signals from the keys so we will clock the input
and output when the buttons are pushed.
Operation of this device is interesting. It will give you a sense of how to use memory.
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Appendix A: Some interesting Q&A found online
Q: I am trying to split the bus from nios to interconnect with the 4bit counter but I cannot
find the way. Is possible? please see the picture!
A: Name the counter bus something like counter[3..0] and then name each of the nodes
(QA to QD) counter[3], counter[2], counter[1] and counter[0]
Q: I wonder if this can be done?
The counter is the IC component 74192.
It is taken from the component library. If I double click it I can see the circuit logic... but I
don't think that I can do something!
A: If I understood the question correctly then do this:
1) From the QA port draw a single line out that doesn't connect to anything and name it
"counter[0]"
2) Do the same with the QB, QC, and QD ports and name them counter[1], counter[2], and
counter[3]
3) Draw a bus line to the SOPC Builder system that doesn't connect to anything else and
name it "counter[3..0]"
Quartus II knows that those individual signals connect to the SOPC Builder system since
they share the same name. Alternatively you could just wire the four outputs into a bus line
within the counter and not have to worry about doing this in the schematic.
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A: Hi BadOmen, I face similar problem so I came across this post:
Instead of creating twelve Parallel input output ports (PIO) in Qsys/SOPC, is there any way I
could vectorise many parallel input output ports (12 PIOs for example) into a single
component in Qsys or SOPC?
Each PIO consists of 12 bits.
After creating the Nios system, I am going to include the Nios system block in the schematic
in Quartus.
I need to feed the twelve PIOs into one single bus line in the schematic block in Quartus II.
So I thought I want to combine the twelves PIOs so that in the NIos system block, it will
only show one PIO instead of twelve.
I attached the image:
adc[1..12][11..0] is the 12 signals, each with 12 bits
in Nios system block, adc_v1_export is single signal, with 12 bits
I want to connect
What I have tried : I followed the advice in this thread but i got the following error (Error
(275024): Width mismatch in port "adc_v1_export[11..0]" of instance "inst14" and type
nios_system -- source is ""adc[0]"").
Thank you
Q: Thank you, BadOmen. you are right and I managed to achieve this, but I am wondering
if we could do the opposite? Instead of splitting single line into many signals, how could I
merge many signals to single? the reason I am asking is because in the Qsys, I am using
twelve input parallel ports (lets name them pio1 to pio12), each port is 12 bits. These
parallel ports obtain values from the vhdl block in Quartus schematic. In the schematic bdf,
I can see pio1 to pio12 from the nios ii system symbol so I can connect these pios to other
blocks in my bdf.
My question is, how to vectorize these pio1 to pio12? Instead of seeing all twelve pios one
line by one line coming out from the Nios system symbol, what should I do in order to group
all these twelve pios so that I only see one instead of twelve? From the one pio that I see, I
can name it pio[1..12][1..12], the first bracket means pio1 to pio12, the second bracket
means bit1 to bit 12 because each parallel port has 12 bits.
Thank you in advance, appreciate any input
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